
№ Location

Approximate 

land plot 

area, ha

Possible ways of use Infrastructure Encumbrances

Preliminary 

cadastral 

value, 

thousand 

USD

1 Oktjabrja ave. –

Studencheskij passage

2 construction of a shopping 

center or multifamily housing 

(demolition of residential 

houses)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use the land 

currently available.

1508,2

2 within Lazurnoj –

Obezdnoj str.

3 construction of an industrial

objects (which includes

logistics center), municipal,

storage and administrative

assignment

The plot is located in the

existing building with the

existing engineering

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions

(encumbrances) of the

rights to use the land

currently available.

1014,8

3 Shevchenko str. (area

bus station)

0.7 for the construction of a 

restaurant or shopping - 

administrative building (with 

the demolition of two 

residential buildings barrack-

like 11, 17, and demolition of 

warehouses along the 

railroad)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use the land 

currently available.

1122,8

4 Sovetskaja – Efremova

str.

1 construction of hotel facilities

(demolition of residential

houses No. 218, 220)

The plot is located in the

existing building with the

existing engineering

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions

(encumbrances) of the

rights to use the land

currently available.

861,8

5  69, Sovetskaja str. 0.35 multifunctional complex 

(demolition  of a residential 

house)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use the land 

currently available.

561,4

6 Mazurova str. (area of 

the Palace of        water 

sports)

1.2 construction of a hotel and

foodservice

The plot is located in the

existing building with the

existing engineering

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions

(encumbrances) of the

rights to use the land

currently available.

1343,03

7 The 8th Il'ich Lane 3,8934 Construction of manufacturing

buildings, constructions  

The plot is located in the

existing building with the

existing engineering

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions

(encumbrances) of the

rights to use the land

currently available.

1073,02

8 In the bay of the river 

Sozh

0,945 Construction of an yacht club The accommodation area of the

land is no engineering

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions

(encumbrances) of the

rights to use the land

currently available.

769,23

9 Mazurov Str. (area of the 

Ice arena, odd party)

2,8 aquapark, including floor 

spaces, object of public 

catering (taking into account 

the organization of a sanitary 

protection zone)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use the land 

currently available.

3686,76

10 in borders of Objezdnaya  

- Barykina Str.

3 for building of object of 

production appointment 

(including logistic center), 

municipal and warehouse and 

administrative appointment (if 

necessary carrying out of 

engineering networks and 

organization of a sanitary 

protection zone)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use the land 

currently available.

639,6

11 in borders of Objezdnaya  

- Barykina Str.

2 for building of object of 

production appointment 

(including logistic center), 

municipal and warehouse and 

administrative appointment (if 

necessary carrying out of 

engineering networks and 

organization of a sanitary 

protection zone)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use the land 

currently available.

426,4
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12 Objezdnaya Str. (around 

OJSC Gomelsky DSK)

1,6 for building of object of 

production appointment 

(including logistic center), 

municipal and warehouse and 

administrative appointment, 

including service station, gas 

station (if necessary carrying 

out of engineering networks 

and organization of a sanitary 

protection zone)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use the land 

currently available.

540,8

13 Objezdnaya Str. (around 

OJSC Gomelsky DSK)

2 for building of object of 

production appointment 

(including logistic center), 

municipal and warehouse and 

administrative appointment (if 

necessary carrying out of 

engineering networks and 

organization of a sanitary 

protection zone)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use the land 

currently available.

676

14 in borders of Ilyicha – 

Stepan Razin – 

Sevostopolskaya str.

1 for construction of a 

multipurpose trade, cultural 

and entertaining, sports and 

improving complex, 

restaurant, object of public 

catering (demolition of 

houses, other constructions, 

and also carrying out of 

engineering networks and the 

organization of a sanitary 

protection zone is required)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure 

(infrastructure).

969,6

15  in borders of Ilyich – 

Leningradskaya – 

Sevastopolskaya str.     

0,66 for construction of a 

multipurpose trade, cultural 

and entertaining, sports and 

improving complex, 

restaurant, object of public 

catering (demolition of 

houses, other constructions, 

and also carrying out of 

engineering networks and the 

organization of a sanitary 

protection zone is required)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure 

(infrastructure).

639,93

16 in borders of Plekhanov - 

Frunze str.

0,88 for shopping mall construction 

with objects of public catering 

(demolition of houses, other 

constructions, and also 

carrying out of engineering 

networks and the organization 

of a sanitary protection zone 

is required)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure 

(infrastructure).

1411,52

17 Barykin str. (position 51 

on the general plan)

0,35 for construction of shopping 

center (demolition of houses, 

other constructions, and also 

carrying out of engineering 

networks and the organization 

of a sanitary protection zone 

is required)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure 

(infrastructure).

485,97

18 Barykin str. (position 52 

on the general plan)

0,33 for construction of shopping 

center (demolition of houses, 

other constructions, and also 

carrying out of engineering 

networks and the organization 

of a sanitary protection zone 

is required)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure 

(infrastructure).

458,2

19 Barykin str. (position 50 

on the general plan)

0,38 for construction of shopping 

center (demolition of houses, 

other constructions, and also 

carrying out of engineering 

networks and the organization 

of a sanitary protection zone 

is required)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure 

(infrastructure).

527,63

20 Barykin str. (position 49 

on the general plan)

0,28 for construction of shopping 

center (demolition of houses, 

other constructions, and also 

carrying out of engineering 

networks and the organization 

of a sanitary protection zone 

is required)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure 

(infrastructure).

388,78



21 Barykin str. (position 48 

on the general plan)

0,42 for construction of shopping 

center (demolition of houses, 

other constructions, and also 

carrying out of engineering 

networks and the organization 

of a sanitary protection zone 

is required)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure 

(infrastructure).

583,17

22 Mezhdugorodnyaya str. 0,33 for construction of shopping 

center (demolition of houses, 

other constructions, and also 

carrying out of engineering 

networks and the organization 

of a sanitary protection zone 

is required)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

On a plot of 

restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use there.

284,39

23 18 residential district 

(position 50 on the 

general plan)

 0,67 га for parking construction on 

300 places with placement of 

objects of consumer services 

(a laundry, a dry-cleaner, 

etc.), possible placement of 

trade, service station, 

(improvement performance, 

within the master plan 

coordinated with the design 

organization by the developer, 

if necessary carrying out of 

engineering networks and the 

organization of a sanitary 

protection zone is required)

The existing road network, 

network engineering.

Data on restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use the land 

currently available.

882,18

24 18 residential district 

(position 40a, 41a on the 

general plan)

 0,67 га for construction of the building 

of public catering and hotel 

(improvement performance, 

within the master plan 

coordinated with the design 

organization by the developer, 

if necessary carrying out of 

engineering networks and the 

organization of a sanitary 

protection zone is required)

The existing road network, 

network engineering.

Data on restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use the land 

currently available.

882,18

25 18 residential district 

(position 45 on the 

general plan)

 0,4 га for construction of the building 

cultural leisure and 

spectacular appointment 

(improvement performance, 

within the master plan 

coordinated with the design 

organization by the developer, 

if necessary carrying out of 

engineering networks and the 

organization of a sanitary 

protection zone is required)

The existing road network, 

network engineering.

Data on restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use the land 

currently available.

526,68

26 Dobrushskaya Str. 

(around gas station)

 3,9 га for construction of the building 

cultural leisure and 

spectacular appointment 

(improvement performance, 

within the master plan 

coordinated with the design 

organization by the developer, 

if necessary carrying out of 

engineering networks and the 

organization of a sanitary 

protection zone is required)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Data on restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use the land 

currently available.

2481,96

27 District 20a 0,48 For construction and 

maintenance of a 

multifunctional complex with 

sports and recreation facilities 

and public services (health 

and fitness to sports and 

recreational purposes, public 

services) (restrictions on use: 

security area networks and 

water supply and sanitation -

0.0400 hectares).

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure (network 

and sewage facilities, 

water supply).

436,65



28 In the quarter st. Gagarin 

Rechitsa Novovetrennoy-

ul-continued. Karpovich

1, 7648 For the construction of multi-

functional shopping complex 

with a further surrender of 

retail space for rent for group 

sales of industrial goods (land 

for placement of objects of 

unknown purpose), the 

demolition of houses and 

other buildings, if necessary, 

removal of utilities and the 

organization of the sanitary 

protection zone.

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure (network 

and sewage facilities, 

gas distribution 

system facilities, 

power grids).

2830,73

29 ul.Katunina-Karpovich-

fare Krasnoarmeisky

0,5787 For the construction of multi-

functional shopping complex 

with a further surrender of 

retail space for rent for group 

sales of industrial goods (land 

for placement of objects of 

unknown purpose), the 

demolition of houses and 

other buildings, if necessary, 

removal of utilities and the 

organization of the sanitary 

protection zone.

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

On a plot of 

restrictions 

(encumbrances) of the 

rights to use there.

928,23

30 Komissarov St., 2 0,27 for placement and 

construction of a 

multifunctional entertainment 

complex and hotel complex, 

or the building of a specialized 

cultural and educational 

purposes, or a 4-storey 

apartment building with built-in 

facilities with the demolition or 

renovation of an existing multi-

storey building belonging to 

the housing stock 

(adjustment).Encumbrances 

(Land easement is not 

burdened. Demolition and 

reconstruction of multi-storey 

relating to the housing stock. 

The transfer (dismantling) of 

utilities to perform according 

to specifications stakeholders. 

The construction of 

underground parking for 

residents and an additional 

parking spaces for visitors to 

the park.

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure 

(infrastructure).

433 - for the 

public and 

business 

areas; 419 - 

for multi-zone

31 Kosmonavtov Avenue – 

Mogilevskaya Street 

0,46 Construction of a trade and 

service centre

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure 

(infrastructure).

380

32 The area of the river 

Sozh

1,6 Encumbrances (need of 

demolition of buildings and 

constructions, dismantle or a 

turn of engineering networks, 

as much as possible to keep 

wood and shrubby vegetation)

The accommodation area of the 

land is no engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location on a 

natural area, subject 

to special protection 

(water protection zone 

of rivers and 

reservoirs).

1302,4

33 Micro-district No 18 

(position No 41в, 41г 

according to  the general 

layout)

0,14 Construction of a food store The existing road network, 

network engineering.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure 

(infrastructure).

184



34 Oktyabr Avenue-

Karbishev Street

0,82 Construction of a 

multipurpose shopping 

entertainment complex (need 

of demolition of buildings and 

constructions, removal 

(dismantle) of the existing 

engineering networks)

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location on a 

natural area, subject 

to special protection 

(water protection zone 

of rivers and 

reservoirs), in security 

zones of engineering 

infrastructure 

(networks and facilities 

of sewerage, water 

supply, heat supply, 

communication lines 

and installation of 

wired radio, electrical 

network) .

756

35 Oktyabr Avenue 0,8 Tennis court zone The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure 

(infrastructure).

737

36 In the quarter-Kurchatov 

street Shevchenko, 

Prospect Victory

0,96 for the construction of a 

multifunctional shopping and 

administrative facilities with 

catering facilities. Land is not 

burdened by an 

easement. Need demolition of 

buildings and structures, as 

well as the need to build an 

underground pedestrian 

crossing. Transfer 

(dismantling) of utilities to 

perform according to 

specifications stakeholders.

The plot is located in the 

existing building with the 

existing engineering 

infrastructure.

Land is limited in use 

due to its location in 

the protected zones of 

engineering 

infrastructure (network 

and sewage facilities, 

water supply, 

communication lines 

and installation of 

wired radio, electric 

networks).

1540

37 Bragin town settlement, 

Komsomol'skaja str.

1.2 Creation of industrial 

production

Urban water supply network 

100m, electricity 10kW 50m, 

300m gas supply. Asphalt-

concrete cover to the land, the 

distance to the highway M-10, 

71 km, republican roads P-35 3 

km., Airport Gomel 125km, 

25km railway g.Hoyniki.

Restrictions on use of 

the land due to its 

location in an area 

exposed to radioactive 

contamination.

21,24

38 Malejki agro-town 3 Creation of industrial 

production

200m water supply network, 

electricity 10kW 50m, 300m gas 

supply. Asphalt-concrete cover 

to the land, the distance to the 

highway M-10, 71 km, 

republican roads P-35, 6 km., 

Airport Gomel 125km, 30km 

railway g.Hoyniki.

Restrictions on use of 

the land due to its 

location in an area 

exposed to radioactive 

contamination.

2,4

39 Bragin town settlement, 

Zelenaja str.

11 creation and use of "station 

power generation based on 

solar radiation"

Urban water supply network 

300m, electricity 10kW 200 m, 

gas 1000 m. Asphalt-concrete 

surface, 50m from the plot, the 

distance to the highway M-10, 

71 km, republican roads P-35 

5km., Gomel airport 125km, 

25km railway g.Hoyniki.

Restrictions on use of 

the land due to its 

location in an area 

exposed to radioactive 

contamination.

118,8

40 Mikulichi agro-town 1 Placing objects of roadside

service

City 100m water supply,

electricity 10kW 100m, 100m

gas supply. Asphalt-concrete

cover to the land, the distance

to the highway M-10, 70 km,

republican roads P-35, 6 km.,

135 km Gomel Airport, railway

g.Hoyniki 20km.

Restrictions on use of

the land due to its

location in an area

exposed to radioactive

contamination.

1,4

41 Bragin town settlement,  

Mekhanizatorov str.

0,5 placement of objects of trade City 100m water supply, supply

of hot water, central water

supply 100m, electricity 10kW

100 m, 100 m sewerage, gas

supply 300m. Asphalt-concrete

cover to the land, the distance

to the highway M-10, 70 km,

republican roads P-35 4 km.,

Airport Gomel 125km, 30km

railway g.Hoyniki.

Restrictions on use of

the land due to its

location in an area

exposed to radioactive

contamination.

10,4

Bragin district



42 Buda-Koshelevo, Drozda 

str. near shopping outlet

1.5 industry Electricity 50 there is in a power line 

zone, a security zone 

of the gas pipeline

49,05

43 Buda-Koshelevo, near  

Zalinejnaja str.

2 industry Electricity 0,2 , Heating system 

0,1, Drinking water 0,1,Industrial 

water 0,1, Sewerage 0,1,  Gas 

supply 0,1, 0,1, 0,2.

there is in a power line 

zone

136,4

44 Nedoyk's village, 

Sovetskaya Str.

2,5 object of roadside service, 

food point

Electricity 50, Drinking water 50, 

Industrial water 50, Wells 50.

there is in a roadside 

strip of the highway, 

the water preserving 

zone of the river

16,5

45 Nedoyk's village, 

Sovetskaya Str.

3 for construction and service of 

trade object

Electricity 50, Drinking water 50, 

Industrial water 50, Wells 50.

- 19,8

46 Fighter settlement 2 for construction and service of 

trade object

Electricity 50 - 13

47 Light settlement 1,8 for construction and service of 

trade object

Electricity 50 - 11,34

48 etc. Zabolote 0,5 for the construction of a gas 

station

Electricity 50 - 1,8

49 near the item of 

Uvarovichi

4,8 for construction of the line of 

processing of the bituminous 

containing and asphalt 

concrete mixes

Electricity 0,05,  Drinking water 

1, Gas supply 1

- 24

50 Vetka town, 

Lunacharskogo str. (near 

the gas station)

0.1 placing objects of roadside

service

R-30, the availability of access

roads

electricity, drinking

water, service water,

sewer, gas,

19,62

51 Hal'ch village, 4B, 

Shkol'naja str.

0.5 construction of a tourism

estate

R-30, the availability of access

roads

electricity, drinking

water, process water,

gas

5,85

52 Vetka town, D. Kovalyov 

St., 116A

1,0 Placement of investment

objects under production and

(or) creation of workplaces

R-124 electricity, drinking

water, sewage

94,9

53 Chalk deposits 

"Podkamenie" and 

"Wide"

396,32 construction of cement works                                   R-30 no 1981,6

54 near regional settlement 

Bol'shevik

2 construction and maintenance 

of 

industrial objects

Engineering infrastructure: 

electricity (500 m.); process 

water (700 m.); sewerage (700 

m.); gas supply (700 m.). 

Trasnportnaya infrastructure: 

roads of national importance                     

(2 km.);                                    

Railway (0.5 km.).

Restrictions in the use 

of land for ground 

signs, as well as on 

the basis of 

information contained 

in the land information 

system of the Gomel 

region is not revealed

66,8

55 Dobrush town, Frunze 

str.

1 – 1,5 industry, service diverse Line of electricity transmission 

10 кВ, sources of water-supply, 

telephone network. Possibility of 

connecting of gas-supplying 

and sewage system.  Railway in 

availability a to 1 kilometre, to 

the motorway of М- 10 (Border 

of РФ-Гомель-Кобрин) about 2 

kilometres

no 53,1-79,65

56 Dobrush town, 

Oktjabr'skaja str.

1,2 industry, service diverse Line of electricity transmission 

10 кВ, sources of water-supply, 

telephone network, systems of 

outward illumination. Possibility 

of connecting of gas-supplying 

and sewage system

no 42,96

57 Terehovka town 

settlement, after      

Zalinejnoj str.

1,55 industry, service diverse Line of electricity transmission 

10 кВ, sources of water-supply, 

telephone network, systems of 

outward illumination. Possibility 

of connecting of gas-supplying 

and sewage system. Railway in 

availability a to 0,1 kilometre, to 

the highway of republican value 

about 2 kilometres

no 13,95

Buda-Koshelevsk district

Vetkovsk district

Gomel district

Dobrush district



58 Dobrush town,  Lesnaya 

str.

3,4 industry, logistics diverse Line of electricity transmission 

10 кВ, sources of water-supply, 

telephone network, outward 

illumination. Possibility of 

connecting of gas-supplying 

and sewage system. Railway in 

availability a to 1,5 kilometre, to 

the motorway  of republican 

value  an about 2,2 kilometre

no 180,54

59 Dobrush town, 

Lunacharskogo avenue

0,38 for construction of the 

shopping facility

Line of electricity transmission 

10 кВ, sources of water-supply, 

telephone network, outward 

illumination. Possibility of 

connecting of gas-supplying 

and sewage system. Railway in 

availability a to 0,5 kilometre, to 

the motorway of М- 10 (Border 

of РФ-Гомель-Кобрин) an 

about 2,1 kilometre

An area  is located in 

the bank-protection 

zone of the river 

Ипуть

34,428

60 El'sk town, Lomonosova 

str.

2 allocation of industrial and 

warehouse facilities

Transportation: highway 

adjacent Yelsk-Sanyuk; to 2 km 

of roads of national importance 

Mozyr- gr.Ukrainy (P-31); to 186 

km of the airport "Gomel"; up to 

2 km Railway Kalinkavichy-

gr.Ukrainy; There are access 

roads. Utilities: power supply up 

to 500 m line of 10 kV; Drinking 

water 300m 3,4322925 bar; 

process water up to 300m 

3,4322925 bar; kanalizatsmya 

300m-gravity collector; gas 

supply to 200m- pipeline of low 

pressure. Surrounding 

infrastructure: Yale adjacent 

liquefied gas plant, the 

production base PE "Yale PMK-

96"

no 61,4

61 Bobrujki village of the 

rural council

of Mlynoksk

10 allocation of industrial and 

warehouse facilities

Transport: 4 km to the adjacent 

highway Yelsk-Sanyuk; to 4 km 

of roads of national importance 

Mozyr-gr.Ukrainy (P-31); to 190 

km of the airport "Gomel"; 8 km 

Railway Kalinkavichy-

gr.Ukrainy; There are access 

roads. Utilities: power supply up 

to 200 m line of 10 kV. 

Surrounding infrastructure: 

homes.

no 22

62 El'sk town, Lomonosova 

str.

0,2 allocation retail and 

warehouse facilities

Transportation: highway 

adjacent Yelsk-Sanyuk; up to 

2.5 km road of republican 

significance Mozyr- gr.Ukrainy 

(P-31); 186.5 km to the airport 

"Gomel"; up to 1.5 km Railway 

Kalinkavichy-gr.Ukrainy; There 

are access roads. Utilities: 

power supply up to 600 m line 

of 10 kV; drinking water up to 

200m 3,4322925 bar; process 

water up to 200m 3,4322925 

bar; kanalizatsmya up to 200m-

gravity collector; gas supply to 

300m- pipeline of low pressure. 

Surrounding infrastructure: 

industrial base adjacent Yale 

LPG plant, houses.

no 12,34

Elsk district 



63 Еlsк town, 50 years of 

the USSR Str.

0,2124 for placement of commercial 

and warehouse objects

Transportation: highway 

adjacent Yelsk-Knyazhebore; to 

2 km of roads of national 

importance Mozyr- gr.Ukrainy 

(P-31); to 186 km of the airport 

"Gomel"; up to 2 km Railway 

Kalinkavichy-gr.Ukrainy; There 

are access roads. Utilities: 

power supply up to 300 m line 

of 10 kV; Drinking water 300m 

3,4322925 bar; process water 

up to 300m 3,4322925 bar; 

kanalizatsmya 300m-gravity 

collector; gas supply to 500m- 

pipeline of low pressure. 

Surrounding infrastructure: 

adjacent to the garage-building 

consumer cooperative №2 

g.Elska to multi-family 

residential buildings.

no 22,81176

64 Dobrin agrotown, Dobrin  

village Soviet (in the cafe 

«Tavern»)

0,2 for placement of objects of 

roadside service 

Transportation: highway to 

0,1km Yelsk-Dobrinj; adjacent 

roads of national importance 

Mozyr- gr.Ukrainy (P-31); to 190 

km of the airport "Gomel"; 5 km 

railway Kalinkavichy-gr.Ukrainy; 

There are access roads. 

Utilities: power supply up to 200 

m line of 10 kV; Drinking water 

300m 3,4322925 bar; process 

water up to 300m 3,4322925 

bar; kanalizatsmya to 500m-

gravity collector; gas supply to 

1000m- pipeline of low 

pressure. Surrounding 

infrastructure: in the vicinity of 

the cafe "Tavern", adjacent to 

the alcohol plant CSEA 

"Dobrinj"

no 0,86

65 Dobrin agrotown, Dobrin 

village Soviet 

0,5 for accommodation of 

industrial and warehouse 

objects

Transportation: highway 

adjacent Yelsk-Dobrinj; up to 

1.5 km road of republican 

significance Mozyr- gr.Ukrainy 

(P-31); to 190 km of the airport 

"Gomel"; 5,5km to Railway 

Kalinkavichy-gr.Ukrainy; There 

are access roads. Utilities: 

power supply up to 200 m line 

of 10 kV; Drinking water 300m 

3,4322925 bar; process water 

up to 300m 3,4322925 bar; 

kanalizatsmya to 500m-gravity 

collector; gas supply to 1000m- 

pipeline of low pressure. 

Surrounding infrastructure: in 

the vicinity of the service yard 

CSEA "Dobrinj"

no 1,7

66 Еlsк town, Кotchichi tract 0,3 for accommodation of 

industrial and warehouse 

objects

Transportation: highway 

adjacent Yelsk-Kochischi; 3km 

to the roads of national 

importance Mozyr- gr.Ukrainy 

(P-31); to 186 km of the airport 

"Gomel"; 3km to the railway 

Kalinkavichy-gr.Ukrainy; There 

are access roads. Utilities: 

power supply up to 200 m line 

of 10 kV; Drinking water 300m 

3,4322925 bar; process water 

up to 300m 3,4322925 bar; 

kanalizatsmya 300m-gravity 

collector; gas supply to 500m- 

pipeline of low pressure. 

Surrounding infrastructure: 

adjacent Ltd. "Polimervolokno", 

ChTPUP "Elskles", ChTPUP 

"GudvilPromstroy"

no 12,81



67 Еlsк town, Кotchichi tract 0,15 for accommodation of 

industrial and warehouse 

objects

Transportation: highway 

adjacent Yelsk-Kochischi; 3km 

to the roads of national 

importance Mozyr- gr.Ukrainy 

(P-31); to 187 km of the airport 

"Gomel"; up to 3.5 km Railway 

Kalinkavichy-gr.Ukrainy; There 

are access roads. Utilities: 

power supply up to 250 m line 

of 10 kV; drinking water to 

350m 3,4322925 bar; process 

water up to 350m 3,4322925 

bar; kanalizatsmya 300m-

gravity collector; gas supply to 

2000m- pipeline of low 

pressure. Surrounding 

infrastructure: adjacent 

ChTPUP "GudvilPromstroy" 

workshop combat animal Yale 

raipo

no 6,405

68 Еlsк town, 9 May  St 

(district municipal 

market)

0,5 open parking to accommodate 

storage of cars citizens

Transportation: highway 

adjacent Yelsk-Knyazhebore; 

up to 2.5 km road of republican 

significance Mozyr- gr.Ukrainy 

(P-31); to 186 km of the airport 

"Gomel"; 1km to the railway 

Kalinkavichy-gr.Ukrainy; There 

are access roads. Utilities: 

power supply up to 100 m line 

of 10 kV; drinking water up to 

50m 3,4322925 bar; process 

water up to 50m 3,4322925 bar; 

kanalizatsmya up to 100m-

gravity collector; gas supply to 

2000m- pipeline of low 

pressure. Surrounding 

infrastructure: market rprilegaet 

Yale raipo

no 68,6

69 Zhitkovichi town, 

Proletarskaja str.

1 diverse Power supply - 0,2 km; Thermal 

networks of 3 km; Drinking 

water of 0,2 km; Technical 

water of 0,2 km; Hot water of 3 

km; Sewerage of 3 km; Gas 

supply of 0,3 km; The Road of 

republican purpose of M-10 - 2 

km; Railroad of 3 km.

no 136,1

70 Zhitkovichi town, 

Socialisticheskaja str.

1 diverse Power supply - 0,2 km; Thermal 

networks of 0,5 km; Drinking 

water of 0,2 km; Technical 

water of 0,2 km; Hot water of 

0,5 km; Sewerage of 0,5 km; 

Gas supply of 0,1 km; The 

Road of republican purpose of 

M-10 - 5 km; Railroad of 2 km.

no 175,6

71 Zhitkovichskij region 0.3 service Power supply - 0,2 km; Thermal 

networks aren't present; 

Drinking water isn't present; 

Technical water isn't present; 

Hot water isn't present; The 

Sewerage isn't present; Gas 

supply isn't present; The Road 

of republican purpose of M-10 - 

0,05 km; Railroad of 20 km.

no 0,39

72 Zhitkovichi town, 

Zheleznodorozhnaya Str.

1 industry Power supply - 0,2 km; Thermal 

networks of 0,5 km; Drinking 

water of 0,2 km; Technical 

water of 0,2 km; Hot water of 

0,5 km; Sewerage of 0,5 km; 

Gas supply of 1 km; The Road 

of republican purpose of M-10 - 

5 km; Railroad of 0,05 km.

no 63,2

Zhitkovichi district



73 Zhitkovichi town, Karl 

Marx Str.

0,24 commerce Power supply - 0,2 km; Thermal 

networks of 0,2 km; Drinking 

water of 0,2 km; Technical 

water of 0,2 km; Hot water of 

0,2 km; Sewerage of 0,2 km; 

Gas supply of 0,1 km; The 

Road of republican purpose of 

M-10 - 5 km; Railroad of 0,5 

km.

no 60,576

74 Zhitkovichi town, Karl 

Marx Str.

1,5 service Power supply - 0,2 km; Thermal 

networks of 0,5 km; Drinking 

water of 0,2 km; Technical 

water of 0,2 km; Hot water of 

0,5 km; Sewerage of 0,5 km; 

Gas supply of 0,5 km; The 

Road of republican purpose of 

M-10 - 4 km; Railroad of 0,5 

km.

no 378,6

75 the interseption of the 

road Minsk – Gomel and 

railways Zhlobin – 

Mogilev

25 construction of a logistics 

center

distance: up to highway Gomel-

Minsk-0,1 km; to railway Zhlobin-

Mogilev - 0,1 km ; electricity 

supply-0,5 km, drinking water-

0.2 km , wells - 1,0 km n of Red 

Hill, gas supply - 1.0 km

roadside strip roads, 

water intake 

"Lebedev"

95, 000

76 Zhlobin town, Kozlova 

str.

14,9351 construction of a market distance: up to highway Gomel-

Minsk-1,8 km; to railway station 

Zhlobin-Northern - 0,3 km ; 

electricity supply-0,5 km, 

drinking water -0,05 km , hot 

water supply - 0.2 km, wells - 

7.0 in the settlement Krasnaya 

Gorka, sewage - 0,3 km, gas 

supply - 0,5 km

security zone power 

line 10 kV and 110 kV

5249,68765

77 Zhlobinsky district , 3,7 

km east of the village 

Lebedevka (turn the 

quarry " Virsky " along 

the M -5 Minsk - Gomel)

1 construction of  a commercial 

object, service

distance: up to highway Gomel-

Minsk-0.01 km; to railway 

Zhlobin-Rogachev - 4.6 km ; 

electricity supply-0,3 km, 

drinking water - 9 km , 

Sewerage - 9 km, gas supply - 

3.5 km and 5.5 km

buffer zone road 4,961

78 Zhlobin town, 4, North 

str.

2,1782 To organize an industrial site 

on the organization of 

production in compliance with 

the sanitary-protection rules

distance: up to highway Gomel-

Minsk is 4.35 km; to railway 

station Zhlobin-North - 0.5 km ; 

electricity supply-0,5 km, 

heating - 0.5 km, drinking water -

0,5 km , Sewerage - 0,5 km, 

gas supply - 0,5 km

not available 438,68948

79 Zhlobin town, 4, North 

str.

1,1696 To organize an industrial site 

on the organization of 

production in compliance with 

the sanitary-protection rules

distance: up to highway Gomel-

Minsk is 4.35 km; to railway 

station Zhlobin-North - 0.5 km ; 

electricity supply-0,5 km, 

heating - 0.5 km, drinking water -

0,5 km , Sewerage - 0,5 km, 

gas supply - 0,5 km

not available 235,55744

80 Zhlobin town, 2А, 

Tchaikovsky str.

1 To organize production facility distance: up to highway Gomel-

Minsk-4.3 km; to railway station 

Zhlobin-North - 0.2 km ; 

electricity supply-1.0 km, 

heating - according to technical 

conditions, drinking water - 0,5 

km, water -according to 

technical conditions , the drain - 

to 1.0 km, gas supply - not 

available

not available 243,6

81 Zhlobin town, 

Leningradskaya Str.

1 For placement of object of the 

industry

distance: up to highway Gomel-

Minsk-5.0 km; to railway station 

Zhlobin-Zhlobin-West - 0.1 km, 

electricity-0.1 km, heating - 

according to technical 

conditions, drinking water is 0.2 

km water -according to 

technical conditions , Sewerage - 

0,2 km, gas supply - 0.2 km

not available 201,4

Zhlobin district



82 Streshin town 

settlement, Kalinin Str.

0,25 For placement of object of 

tourist activity

distance: up to highway stresen-

Nizhnyaya Olba - 0,5 km, 

Gomel-Minsk-30,0 km; to 

railway station Zhlobin-

Passenger -25,0 km; electricity 

supply-0,5 km, drinking water - 

0,5 km, Sewerage - 1.5 km

water protection zone 

of the river Dnepr

20,4

83 Streshin town settlement 0,4 For placement of object of 

tourist activity

distance: up to highway stresen-

Nizhnyaya Olba - 0,5 km, 

Gomel-Minsk-30,0 km; to 

railway station Zhlobin-

Passenger -25,0 km; electricity 

supply-0,5 km, drinking water - 

0,5 km, Sewerage - 1.5 km

water protection zone 

of the river Dnepr

32,64

84 Zhlobin town, 

Promyshlennaya Street 

(region of point plum-

having poured)

1 To organize production facility distance: up to highway Gomel-

Minsk - 10.0 km; to railway 

station Zhlobin-

Passenger/entrance to the 

slaughterhouse 3,0/0,1 km; 

electricity supply-0,5 km, 

heating - 0.5 km, drinking water 

up to 0.2 km, water -according 

to technical conditions , 

Sewerage - 2 km, gas supply - 

0,3 km

restrictions in 

connection with the 

presence in the buffer 

zone of the pipeline (7 

m buffer zone),VL

9,1

85 Zhlobin town, Str. 

Soviet.45B

1,5352 To install attraction distance: up to highway Gomel-

Minsk - 4.8 km; to railway 

station Zhlobin-Virsky - 0.2 km; 

electricity supply-0.1 km, 

drinking water to 0.1 km, 

Sewerage - 0,3 km,

on the plot there is the 

theme

871,226

86 1,5 km to the southwest 

villages of Radush

0,94 For designing and an asset 

construction "Plant on 

conversion of animal waste 

and production of meat and 

bone meal"

distance to roads R-90 - 0.2 km; 

to railway Zhlobin-Osipovichi 

(OST. St. Red Bank) - 15 km, 

electricity - 0.1 km, potable and 

technical water, sewage - 

according to the technical 

conditions, gas supply - 0,3 km,

required felling of 

trees-Bush vegetation 

on a plot with a shed 

and a fence that must 

be removed to the 

investor at the 

expense of own funds 

and materials to return 

free of charge to the 

owner CSEA 

"Krasnoberezhski"

1,81984

87 Ozarichi town 

settlement, road 

Bobruisk – Mozyr – 

Ukrainian border, 97 

km+300 to the left

0,1812 motorway service facility, food 

services area

Electricity   0,1km                                    

Heating system   0,3km                         

Drinking water  0,3km                               

Industrial water  0,3km                                          

Hot water supply  no                                  

Wells  no                                                       

Sewerage no                                                

Gas supply   1,0km                                 

Highway   -                                                        

Main republican roads    0,02 

km R-31 Bobruisk-Mozyr-

gr.Ukraine                                                

Airport  240 km Minsk                                                    

Railway  25km Holodniki                                                    

Access  roads have

no information 0,89

88 east of the village 

Rudnja Antonovskaja

5 production needs Electricity   0,5 km                                    

Heating system   no                        

Drinking water  no                               

Industrial water  0,5 km                                          

Hot water supply  no                                  

Wells  no                                                       

Sewerage no                                                

Gas supply   1,0 km                                 

Highway 0,7 km M-10 border of 

the Russian Federation (Site) -

Gomel                                                        

Main republican roads    -                                               

Airport  130 km Gomel                                                

Railway  10 km Kalinkovichi                                                   

Access  roads no

no information 23,5

Kalinkovichi district



89 Kalinkovichi town, 5,  

Jurovichskoe shosse str.

1 production needs Electricity   0,2 km                                    

Heating system  no                         

Drinking water  0,5 km                               

Industrial water  0,5 km                                          

Hot water supply  no                                  

Wells  no                                                       

Sewerage no                                                

Gas supply   0,5 km                                 

Highway  0,5 km  M-10 border 

of the Russian Federation (Site) 

-Gomel                                                       

Main republican roads   2,0 km 

R-31 Bobruisk-Mozyr-gr.Ukraine                                                

Airport  120 km Gomel                                                    

Railway  5 km Kalinkovichi                                                   

Access  roads have

no information 90,9

90 Kalinkovichi town, Mira 

str.

0,7 construction and maintenance 

of a retail facility

Electricity   0,5 km                                    

Heating system   0,2 km                         

Drinking water  0,2 km                               

Industrial water  no                                       

Hot water supply 0,2 km                                 

Wells  no                                                       

Sewerage0,2 km                                              

Gas supply  0,1 km                                 

Highway  M-10 border of the 

Russian Federation (Site) -

Gomel                                                        

Main republican roads   -                                           

Airport 125 km Gomel                                                 

Railway  3,0 km Kalinkovichi                                                    

Access  roads have

no information 204,54

91 Kalinkovichi town, 

Pionerskaya St., 71

5 For construction and service 

of aquapark

Electricity   0,2 km                                    

Heating system   0,5 km                         

Drinking water  0,5 km                               

Industrial water  0,5 km                                          

Hot water supply0,5 km                                  

Wells  no                                                       

Sewerage 1,0 km                                              

Gas supply   1,0km                                 

Highway   -                                                        

Main republican roads    0,5 km 

R-31 Bobruisk-Mozyr-gr.Ukraine                                                

Airport  125 km Gomel                                                   

Railway  6,5 km Kalinkovichi                                                   

Access  roads have

no information 1051,5

92 Kalinkovichi town, 244, 

Sovetskaja str.

7 For construction and service 

of multipurpose shopping mall

Electricity   0,2 km                                    

Heating system   0,3 km                         

Drinking water  0,3 km                               

Industrial water  0,3 km                                          

Hot water supply  0,3 km                                

Wells  no                                                       

Sewerage 0,5 km                                              

Gas supply  0,3 km                                 

Highway   -                                                        

Main republican roads    0,05 

km R-31 Bobruisk-Mozyr-

gr.Ukraine                                                

Airport  123 km Gomel                                                   

Railway  6,0 km Kalinkovichi                                                   

Access  roads have

no information 1605,8

93 Gorochichsky Village 

Council, to the southeast 

Bobrovichi

15 For construction and service 

of the plant on production of 

compound feeds and the 

accompanying buildings 

(warehouse)

Electricity   1,3 km                                    

Heating system  1,5 km                         

Drinking water  1,5 km                               

Industrial water  1,5 km                                          

Hot water supply  no                                  

Wells 2,0 km                                                     

Sewerage 2,0 km                                              

Gas supply   2,0 km                                 

Highway   -                                                        

Main republican roads    7,3 km 

R-31 Bobruisk-Mozyr-gr.Ukraine                                                

Airport 150 km Gomel                                                  

Railway  0,5 km POS  

Gorochichsky                                                   

Access  roads have

no information 33,0



94 Gorochichsky Village 

Council, to the southwest 

Bobrovichi

425 For construction and service 

of poultry farm on 496 

thousand heads of chickens – 

broilers from the contents 

period to 170 days

Electricity   1,0 km                                    

Heating system   1,0 km                         

Drinking water  1,0 km                               

Industrial water  1,0 km                                          

Hot water supply  no                                  

Wells  0,5 km                                                      

Sewerage 0,5 km                                              

Gas supply  3,5 km                                 

Highway   -                                                        

Main republican roads    2,0  km 

R-31 Bobruisk-Mozyr-gr.Ukraine                                                

Airport 155 km Gomel                                                    

Railway  3,0 km pos 

Gorochichsky                                                   

Access  roads have

no information 935,0

95 The Gorochichsky 

Village Council, to the 

east of Bobrovichi

20 For construction and service 

of poultry farm on 600 

thousand heads of chickens – 

broilers from the contents 

period to 170 days

Electricity  2,0 km                                    

Heating system   2,5 km                         

Drinking water  2,5 km                               

Industrial water  2,5 km                                          

Hot water supply  no                                  

Wells 2,5 km                                                      

Sewerage 2,5 km                                               

Gas supply   3,0 km                                 

Highway   -                                                        

Main republican roads    5,8  km 

R-31 Bobruisk-Mozyr-gr.Ukraine                                                

Airport  160 km Gomel                                                 

Railway  2,0 km  Gorochichsky                                                     

Access  roads have

no information 44,0

96 Kalinkovichi town, 

Pionerskaya St., 7

0,261 For a construction and 

servicing of trade hotel

Electricity   On site                                  

Heating system   0,3 km                         

Drinking water  0,005 km                               

Industrial water  0,005 km                                          

Hot water supply  0,3 km                                

Wells -                                                       

Sewerage 0,05 km                                               

Gas supply   0,2 km                                 

Highway 0,5 km  M-10 border of 

Russia (Selishche) –Gomel                                                       

Main republican roads    0,1 km 

R-31 Bobruisk-Mozyr-gr.Ukraine                                                

Airport  125  km Gomel                                                    

Railway  3,0 km Kalinkovichi                                                  

Access  roads have

no information 88,3746

97 Korma town settlement, 

7, 

Klenovaja str.

0,0798 construction and maintenance 

of a shop

Water, gas, electricity, 

communications, Sewerage. 

The distance to the M8 

motorway is             22 km 

away, the road of Republican 

significance - 1 km, airport - 95 

km, railway road-70 km. the 

Presence of access roads-

paved road.

The territory exposed 

to radioactive 

pollution, natural area 

subject to special 

protection (water 

protection zone of 

rivers and reservoirs)

8,6184

98 Korma town settlement 

(outside the territory of 

Gomel region fuel, 

Vozrozhdenija str.)

4 allocation of industrial objects Water, gas, electricity, 

communications, Sewerage. 

The distance to the M8 

motorway is              23 km 

away, the road of Republican 

significance - 1 km, airport - 95 

km, railway road-70 km. the 

Presence of access roads-

paved road.

The territory exposed 

to radioactive 

pollution, natural area 

subject to special 

protection (water 

protection zone of 

rivers and reservoirs)

168,8

99 Korma town settlement,  

Zavodskaja str. (before 

Kurakovshhina dairy 

farm)

0,5 allocation of industrial objects Water, gas, electricity, 

communications, Sewerage. 

The distance to the M8 

motorway is            23 km away, 

the road of Republican 

significance - 1 km, airport - 95 

km, railway road-70 km. the 

Presence of access roads-

paved road.

The territory exposed 

to radioactive 

pollution, natural area 

subject to special 

protection (water 

protection zone of 

rivers and reservoirs), 

the conservation zone 

of object of 

engineering 

infrastructure (electric 

networks)

0,85

Kormjansk district



100 Korotki agrotown, 

Molodezhny Lane 

(opposite to No. 4)

0,5 allocation of industrial objects Water, gas, electricity, 

communications, Sewerage. 

The distance to the M8 

motorway is          30 km away, 

the road of Republican 

significance - 4 km, airport - 95 

km, railway road-70 km. the 

Presence of access roads-

paved road.

The territory exposed 

to radioactive 

pollution, natural area 

subject to special 

protection (water 

protection zone of 

rivers and reservoirs), 

the conservation zone 

of object of 

engineering 

infrastructure (electric 

networks)

1,05

101 Hizov agrotown, 

Pionerskaya St., behind 

club

1 allocation of industrial objects Water, gas, electricity, 

communications, Sewerage. 

The distance to the M8 

motorway is            12 km away, 

the road of Republican 

significance - 5 km, airport - 95 

km, railway road-70 km. the 

Presence of access roads-

paved road.

Nature area subject to 

special protection 

(water protection zone 

of rivers and 

reservoirs), the 

conservation zone of 

object of engineering 

infrastructure (electric 

networks)

1,2

102 Strukachev village, 

Gomelskaya St., 

between shop and the 

private sector

0,5 For placement of objects of 

production appointment, 

consumer services of the 

population, public catering, on 

repair and service of cars

Water, gas, electricity, 

communications, Sewerage. 

The distance to the M8 

motorway is             15 km 

away, the road of Republican 

significance - 15 km, airport -95 

km, railway road-70 km. the 

Presence of access roads-

paved road.

Nature area subject to 

special protection 

(water protection zone 

of rivers and 

reservoirs)

0,75

103 Litvinovichi agrotown , 

Lepeshinsky St., 

between houses 130 and 

132

0,5 for placement of objects of 

production appointment, 

public catering, on repair and 

service of cars

Water, gas, electricity, 

communications, Sewerage. 

The distance to the M8 

motorway is 35 km away, the 

road of Republican significance - 

15 km, airport 105 km, railway 

road-80 km. the Presence of 

access roads-paved road.

The territory exposed 

to radioactive 

pollution, natural area 

subject to special 

protection (water 

protection zone of 

rivers and reservoirs), 

the conservation zone 

of object of 

engineering 

infrastructure (electric 

networks)

1,75

104 Kuchin village, School 

str, (behind medical 

assistant's and obstetric 

point)

1 For placement of objects of 

production appointment, 

consumer services of the 

population, public catering

Water, gas, electricity, 

communications, Sewerage. 

The distance to the M8 

motorway is 35 km away, the 

road of Republican significance - 

15 km, airport -108 km, railway 

road-85 km. the Presence of 

access roads-paved road.

no 1,7

105 1 km southwest of agro-

town Glushkovichi

10 industry Electricity0,3 km., Drinking 

water 0,3 km,Industrial water 

0,3km , Highway – 1km, Main 

republican roads – 6km, 

Railway 80 km Station 

Zhitkovichi 

 located in close 

proximity to the State 

border

19

106 2 km south of the village 

Chemernoe

10 industry Electricity 0,1 km,Drinking water 

2 km,Industrial water 2 km, 

Highway – 0,1km, Main 

republican roads – 0,1km, 

Railway 82km Station 

Zhitkovichi 

no information 66

107 1.5 km to the south of 

Glushkovichi agro-town 

near the quarry 

«Nadezhda»

10 industry Electricity 0,5 km,Drinking water 

1 km,Industrial water 1 km, 

Highway – 0,1  km, Main 

republican roads – 1,2  km, 

Railway 80  km Station 

Zhitkovichi 

no information 19

108 1 km to the south-east to 

Ubortskaja        Rudnja 

village

10 industry Electricity 1,5  km,  Highway – 

0,1km, Main republican roads – 

13,5 km, Railway 65 km Station 

Kozenki

no information 22

109 3 km to the south to 

Ostrozhanka village

10 industry Electricity 0,2 km, Drinking 

water 4 km,Industrial water 4 

km, Highway – 0,1km, Main 

republican roads – 10 

km,Railway 60 km Station 

Kozenki

no information 22

Lelchits district



110 south-west side of 

Lel'chicy town settlement 

(settlement Geolog)

2.5 industry Electricity 0,2 km,Drinking water 

0,2 km, Industrial water 0,2 

km,Heating system- 0,3 km, 

Sewerage 0,2 km,Gas supply 

0,3 km, Highway – 0,1km, Main 

republican roads –0,1 km, 

Railway 80 km Station 

Zhitkovichi 

no information 16,5

111 Road P-36 crossing 

Pribolovichi at

1 gas station Electricity 0,1km, Drinking water 

4km. Вода, Highway – 

0,03km,Main republican roads 

–0,03km, Railway 70km Station 

Zhitkovichi 

no information 2

112 Road P-36 crossing 

Pribolovichi at

1 roadside service Electricity 0,1km,Drinking water 

4km,Highway – 0,03km, Main 

republican roads – 0,03km, 

Railway 70km Station 

Zhitkovichi 

no information 2

113 Road P-128 at crossing 

Tonezh

1 gas station Electricity 1,1km, Highway – 

0,05km, Main republican roads 

– 0,05km, Railway 30km Station 

Zhitkovichi 

no information 2

114 Lelchitsy town, 10, 

Lenina str.

0,6 the entertaining center for 

children and youth

Electricity 0,1km ,Drinking water 

0,01km,Industrial water 0,01 

km, Heating system- 0,1km, 

Sewerage 0,1km,Gas supply 

0,01km, Highway – 0,1km, Main 

republican roads –0,1km, 

Railway 50km Station 

Slovechno

no information 73,8

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water 0.05 km

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells 2 km Municipal water 

withdrawal

Sewer Attached

Gas Attached

Other (including adjoining 

infrastructure: industrial 

companies, raw material base) 

Bordered by PMC "Loev plant of 

building materials"

The field "Krupeysky Garden" 

clay - 3.0 km,

Deposit of clay "Nikolaevka" -20 

km

Motorway 45 km M-10 Kobrin-

Gomel

Republican roads 2 km F-32 

Rechitsa-Loev

100 Gomel Airport

Railway 60 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete surface to the 

site
"The infrastructure of distance 

from the object description 

(power, volume, etc.)

0.5 km Central Electricity 

substation Loew

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water 0.2 km

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells 2 km Municipal water 

withdrawal

Sewerage 0.5 km

Gas 0.5 km

Other (including adjoining 

infrastructure: industrial 

companies, raw material base) 

Bordered by PMC "Loev plant of 

building materials" FME "Loev 

Forestry"

"

129,4116 Loev town settlement, 

60B, Batova str.

2 Creation of industrial 

production

no

Loev district

115 Loev town settlement, 

60A, Batova str.

0.8 Creation of production 

ceramic porizovannykh of 

blocks

Protected zone of 

transmission lines and 

gas supply networks

51,76



Motorway 45 km M-10 Kobrin-

Gomel

Republican roads 2 km F-32 

Rechitsa-Loev

100 Gomel Airport

Railway 60 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete cover 0.1 km 

to the site
"Electricity Infrastructure 0.3 km

Heating (heat networks) 0.5 km

Drinking water 0.3 km

Process water -

The supply of hot water 0.5 km

Wells City 3 km water intake

Sewerage 0.5 km

Gas 0.5 km

Other (including adjoining 

infrastructure: industrial 

companies, raw material base) 

The site is located at a distance 

of 0.2 km from the Dnieper 

River

"

"Connections Motorway 45 km 

M-10 Kobrin-Gomel

Roads of the republican values 

of 0.5 km R-32 Rechitsa-Loev

100 Gomel Airport

Railway 60 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete cover 0.2 km 

to the site

Another entrance to the ferry 

along the border

"

"Electricity Infrastructure 0.1 km

Heating (heat networks) 0.1 km

Drinking water 0.05 km

Process water -

The supply of hot water 0.1 km

Wells 4 km Municipal water 

withdrawal

Sewerage 0.2 km

Gas 0.3 km

Other (including adjoining 

infrastructure: industrial 

companies, raw materials base)

"

"Connections Motorway 45 km 

M-10 Kobrin-Gomel

Republican roads 2 km F-32 

Rechitsa-Loev

100 Gomel Airport

Railway 60 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete surface to the 

site

Another site is located in the 

center of the urban settlement

"
"Infrastructure Electricity 0.05 

km

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water 0.05 km

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells City 3 km water intake

Sewerage 0.2 km

Gas 0.1 km

"

97,4

119 Loev town settlement, 

Lenin St., 84а

0,3 Organization of roadside 

service of a services sector

Protected zone of 

transmission lines

30,48

118 Loev town settlement, 5, 

Pinchuka str.

0.5 Construction of a sports and 

improving complex

The water protection 

zone of the Dnieper 

River is the coastal 

strip

129,4

117 Loev town settlement, 

120, 

Sheveleva str.

1 Complex creation on 

rendering tourist services

The water protection 

zone of the Dnieper 

River is the coastal 

strip

93,2

116 Loev town settlement, 

60B, Batova str.

2 Creation of industrial 

production

no



Connections Motorway 45 km M-

10 Kobrin-Gomel

Roads of the republican values 

of 0.05 km P-125-Bragin Loew

100 Gomel Airport

Railway 60 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete surface to the 

site

Another site is adjacent to the 

road R-125

Electricity Infrastructure 0.1 

km

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water 0.1 km

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells 1 km

Sewage -

Gas supply -

Connections Motorway 40 km M-

10 Kobrin-Gomel

Roads of the republican values 

of 1.0 km R-32 Rechitsa-Loev

Airport 95 km Gomel

Railway 55 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete surface to the 

site

"0,1 km Electricity Infrastrkutura

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water 0.1 km

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells 1 km

Sewage -

Gas supply -

Other (including adjoining 

infrastructure: industrial 

companies, raw materials base)

"

Connections Motorway 40 km M-

10 Kobrin-Gomel

Roads of the republican values 

of 1.0 km R-32 Rechitsa-Loev

Airport 95 km Gomel

Railway 55 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete surface to the 

site

Electricity Infrastructure 0.1 

km

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water 0.1 km

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells 2 km

Sewerage 0.2 km

Gas supply -

Connections Motorway 35 km M-

10 Kobrin-Gomel

Roads of the republican values 

of 1.0 km R-32 Rechitsa-Loev

Airport 90 km Gomel

Railway 50 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete cover to the 

land 

0,72122 Stradubsky Village 

Council,  Alteration 

agrotown, Tsentralnaya 

St., 29b

0,4 Rendering services to the 

population

The water protection 

zone of the Dnieper 

River is the coastal 

strip

1,25

121 Kolpino Village Council,  

Mokhov 

village,Tsentralnaya St., 

120b

1 Creation of industrial 

production

The water protection 

zone of the Dnieper 

River is the coastal 

strip

2

120 Kolpino Village Council,  

Mokhov village, 

Tsentralnaya St., 108

0,5 Rendering services to the 

population

The water protection 

zone of the Dnieper 

River is the coastal 

strip

119 Loev town settlement, 

Lenin St., 84а

0,3 Organization of roadside 

service of a services sector

Protected zone of 

transmission lines

30,48



Stradubsky Village 

Council, Alteration 

agrotown, Oktyabrskaya 

St., 1b

Creation of industrial 

production

"0,1 km Electricity ifrastruktury

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water 0.1 km

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells 2 km

Sewerage 0.2 km

Gas 0.1 km

"
"Connections Motorway 35 km 

M-10 Kobrin-Gomel

Roads of the republican values 

of 1.0 km R-32 Rechitsa-Loev

Airport 90 km Gomel

Railway 50 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete surface to the 

site

"

"Ifrastuktura Electricity 0.05 km

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water 0.1 km

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells 1.5 km

Sewage -

Gas supply -

Other (including adjoining 

infrastructure: industrial 

companies, raw material base) 

The site is located at a distance 

of 0.5 km to the river. Dnieper

"

"Connections Motorway 75 km 

M-10 Kobrin-Gomel

Republican roads 18 km R-32 

Rechitsa-Loev

Airport 130 km Gomel

Railway 90 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete surface to the 

site

"
Infrastructure Electricity 0.05 

km

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water -

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells -

Sewage -

Gas supply -

Other (including adjoining 

infrastructure: industrial 

companies, raw material base) 

The site is located at a distance 

of 0.2 km from the lake 

Lutavskoe

Connections Motorway 90 km M-

10 Kobrin-Gomel

Republican roads 25 km R-32 

Rechitsa-Loev

Airport 140 km Gomel

Railway 95 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete cover to the 

land 

1,4

125 Byvalkovsky Village 

Council, Glushets 

village, Popov St., 22а

0,8 Complex creation on 

rendering tourist services

The water protection 

zone of the Dnieper 

River is the coastal 

strip

0,96

124 Byvalkovsky Village 

Council,  Derazhichi 

village, Mikhaylov St., 

14а

1 Complex creation on 

rendering tourist services

The water protection 

zone of the Dnieper 

River is the coastal 

strip

123 1 The water protection 

zone of the Dnieper 

River is the coastal 

strip

1,5



"Infrastructure Electricity 0.05 

km

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water 0.1 km

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells 1.0 km

Sewage -

Gas supply -

Other (including adjoining 

infrastructure: industrial 

companies, raw material base) 

The site is located at a distance 

of 0.5 km to the oxbow river. 

SOG

"
"Connections Motorway 90 km 

M-10 Kobrin-Gomel

Republican roads 25 km R-32 

Rechitsa-Loev

Airport 140 km Gomel

Railway 95 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete cover to the 

land "
Ruchayevsky Village 

Council, Dimamerki's 

village, Komsomolskaya 

St.

"Infrastructure Electricity 0.05 

km

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water 0.1 km

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells 1.0 km

Sewage -

Gas supply -

"
Connections Motorway 75 km M-

10 Kobrin-Gomel

Roads of the republican values 

of 0.05 km P-32 Rechitsa-

Loev

Airport 130 km Gomel

Railway 90 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete surface to the 

site

Another site is adjacent to the 

road R-125

Ruchayevsky Village 

Council, Dimamerki's 

village, Komsomolskaya 

St.

"Infrastructure Electricity 0.05 

km

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water 0.1 km

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells 1.0 km

Sewage -

Gas supply -

"
Connections Motorway 75 km M-

10 Kobrin-Gomel

Roads of the republican values 

of 0.05 km P-32 Rechitsa-

Loev

Airport 130 km Gomel

Railway 90 km Rechitsa

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete surface to the 

site

Another site is adjacent to the 

road R-125

"Electricity Infrastructure 0.1 km

Heating (heating networks) -

Drinking water -

Process water -

Water Supply -

Wells -

sewerage

gas supply

"

1129 Karpovsky Village 

Council, Abakuma's 

village, Sosnovaya St., 

40а

0,5 Creation of industrial 

production on wood 

processing

no

128 0,2 Creation of objects of 

roadside service

Protected zone of 

transmission lines

0,24

0,9

127 1 Creation of industrial 

production

Protected zone of 

transmission lines

1

126 The Karpovsky Village 

Council, Karpovk's 

village, Gagarin St. (near 

shop)

0,5 Complex creation on 

rendering tourist services

The water protection 

zone of the Dnieper 

River is the coastal 

strip



Connections Motorway 65 km M-

8, E-95

Republican roads 65 km M-8, E-

95

Airport 70 km Gomel

Railway 70 km Gomel

Availability of access roads 

Asphalt-concrete surface to the 

site 0.5 km

Other Ferry across the river. 

Dnepr-Abakumov Loew 3.0 

km

Ferry across the river. SOG in 

the village. Sharpilovka 10 km 

130 Mozyr', Malinina str. 5 construction and service of 

production object

Access to the stead is carried 

out on the asphalted road 

network, availability of the 

central power supply, central 

water supply, sewerage and gas 

supply.

                                 - 1194,0

131 Mihalkovsk rural council 2 construction and service of 

production object

Access to the stead is carried 

out on the asphalted road 

network, availability of the 

central water supply, sewerage 

and gas supply.

                                - 6,6

132 Drozdy village, Kozensk 

rural council

0.15 for construction and shop 

service

Access to the stead is carried 

out on the asphalted road 

network, availability of the 

central power supply, central 

water supply and gas supply.

                                 - 2,325

133 Narovlja town,  "Novyj" 

microregion,      Novaja 

str.

0,4 public and business

(accommodation facilities

catering)

Connections: 1. republican

roads - R-37 Mozyr-Mikhalki-c.

Ukraine, the P-126-Yelsk

Narovlya, the distance from the

object - 2 km. 2. Airport - in

Gomel, the distance from the

facility - 166 km. 3. Railway - w /

d station in Yelsk, the distance

from the object - 30 km. 4.

Availability of access roads -

there. Infrastructure: Electricity,

heating (heat networks),

drinking water, hot water supply,

sewerage, gas - on the existing

network.

areas affected by

radioactive 

contamination

40,28

134 Narovlja town, 49B, 

Korzuna agro-town str.

0,7563 public, business, commercial Connections: 1. republican

roads - R-37 Mozyr-Mikhalki-c.

Ukraine, the P-126-Yelsk

Narovlya, the distance from the

object - 1 km. 2. Airport - in

Gomel, the distance from the

facility - 166 km. 3. Railway - w /

d station in Yelsk, the distance

from the object - 30 km. 4.

Availability of access roads -

there. Infrastructure: Electricity,

heating (heat networks),

drinking water, hot water supply,

sewerage, gas - on the existing

network.

areas affected by

radioactive 

contamination

65,268/36,98

3

135 Narovlja town, 38A, 

Komsomol'skaja str.

0,3875 public and business Connections: 1. republican

roads - R-37 Mozyr-Mikhalki-c.

Ukraine, the P-126-Yelsk

Narovlya, the distance from the

object - 5 km. 2. Airport - in

Gomel, the distance from the

facility - 166 km. 3. Railway - w /

d station in Yelsk, the distance

from the object - 30 km. 4.

Availability of access roads -

there. Infrastructure: Electricity,

heating (heat networks),

drinking water, hot water supply,

sewerage, gas - on the existing

network.

areas affected by

radioactive 

contamination

35,185

1

Mozyr district

Narovljansk district

129 Karpovsky Village 

Council, Abakuma's 

village, Sosnovaya St., 

40а

0,5 Creation of industrial 

production on wood 

processing

no



136 fomer settlement 

Smolegov

10 commercial (construction of a 

photovoltaic power plant with 

a capacity of 5MW)

Connections: 1. republican 

roads - R-37 Mozyr-Mikhalki-c. 

Ukraine, the P-126-Yelsk 

Narovlya, the distance from the 

object - 11 km. 2. Airport - in 

Gomel, the distance from the 

facility - 177 km. 3. Railway - w / 

d station in Yelsk, the distance 

from the object - 41 km. 4. 

Availability of access roads - 

there. Infrastructure: electricity, 

gas - on the existing network.

areas affected by 

radioactive 

contamination

25

137 Narovlja town,Lenin St. 0,05 public and business 

(accommodation facilities 

catering)

Connections: 1. republican 

roads - R-37 Mozyr-Mikhalki-c. 

Ukraine, the P-126-Yelsk 

Narovlya, the distance from the 

object - 2 km. 2. Airport - in 

Gomel, the distance from the 

facility - 166 km. 3. Railway - w / 

d station in Yelsk, the distance 

from the object - 30 km. 4. 

Availability of access roads - 

there. Infrastructure: Electricity, 

heating (heat networks), 

drinking water, hot water supply, 

sewerage, gas - on the existing 

network.

Water security of the 

Pripyat River area, 

areas affected by 

radioactive 

contamination

27,68

138 fomer settlement 

Smolegov

25 commercial (construction of a 

photovoltaic power plant with 

a capacity of 10MW)

Connections: 1. republican 

roads - R-37 Mozyr-Mikhalki-c. 

Ukraine, the P-126-Yelsk 

Narovlya, the distance from the 

object - 11 km. 2. Airport - in 

Gomel, the distance from the 

facility - 177 km. 3. Railway - w / 

d station in Yelsk, the distance 

from the object - 41 km. 4. 

Availability of access roads - 

there. Infrastructure: electricity, 

gas - on the existing network.

areas affected by 

radioactive 

contamination

62,5

139 the North-West of Malyn

village on the road P-34

Osipovichi – Glusk –

Ozarichi,87

0,008 food services area Electricity 200  m

Heating system 

Drinking water 

Industrial water 

Hot water supply 

Wells 

Sewerage 

Gas supply 

0,038

140 Oktjabr'skij town

settlement, 

K.Marksa str., south side

0,5 - 1 construction of a motor 

vehicle 

inspection station

Electricity 50   m

Heating system 

Drinking water 50  m

Industrial water 

Hot water supply 50  m

Wells 

Sewerage 100  m

Gas supply 450  m

the conservation zone 

of objects of 

engineering 

infrastructure

38,1-76,3

141 to the north Oktjabr'skij 

town settlement

15 - 20 construction of  industrial 

objects

Electricity 200  m

Heating system 300  m

Drinking water 300  m

Industrial water 300  m

Hot water supply 300  m

Wells 1,5  m

Sewerage 300  m

Gas supply 400  m

the conservation zone 

of objects of 

engineering 

infrastructure

48,0-96,0

142 Bubnovka village 5 - 10 construction of agriturismo Electricity 200  m

Heating system 

Drinking water 200  m

Industrial water 

Hot water supply 200  m

Wells 

Sewerage 

Gas supply 

in connection with the 

arrangement on 

environmental 

territories subject to 

special protection 

(water protection zone 

river Ptich)

5,5-11,0

Oktyabrsky district



143 Oktjabr'skij town, 

microdistrict №1

0,3-0,6 protected parking Electricity 30  m

Heating system 

Drinking water 30  m

Industrial water 

Hot water supply 30 m

Wells 

Sewerage 30  m

Gas supply 300  m

41,4-82,9

144 Oktjabr'skij town, 

Bumazhkova str.

0,004-0,006 building of objects of a 

services sector

Electricity 50  m

Heating system 

Drinking water 20  m

Industrial water 

Hot water supply 20  m

Wells 

Sewerage 50  m

Gas supply 200  m

the conservation zone 

of objects of 

engineering 

infrastructure

0,56-0,84

145 Oktjabr'skij town, Soviet 

str, the

northwest side

0,2-0,5 car service and car wash 

construction

Electricity 150  m

Heating system 

Drinking water 20  m

Industrial water 

Hot water supply 20  m

Wells 

Sewerage 300 m

Gas supply 400  m

the conservation zone 

of objects of 

engineering 

infrastructure

21,8-54,55

146 Petrikov town, 

microregion "Severnyj"

0.1 construction of sport and 

recreation centre in the 

neighborhood «North» of the 

town of Petrikov (restrictions - 

engineering communications)

Electricity-50m; Drinking water-

100m; Gas supply-100m; 

Sewerage -100m; the road with 

asphalt coating; main 

republican roads-12km; Railway 

road station Mulayrovca-12km

Engineering 

communication

16,36

147 Petrikov town, Bazarnaja 

str.

0.04 construction market in the 

town of Petrikov (restrictions - 

engineering communications)

Electricity-50m; Drinking water-

50m; Gas supply-50m; 

Sewerage -50m; the road with 

asphalt coating; main 

republican roads-12km; Railway 

road station Mulayrovca-12km

Engineering 

communication

6,544

148 of the North-West of 

Kopatkevichi town 

settelment (land of the 

state forestry 

establishment «Petrikov 

forestry»

1 construction of a workshop for 

bottling of drinking and 

mineral water in Petrikovsky 

district (on the lands of the 

forest Fund)

Electricity-100m; Drinking water-

100m; Gas supply-100m; 

Sewerage -100m;  main 

republican roads-15km; Railway 

road station Ptich-21km

water protection zone 

river Ptich;   lands of 

forest Fund 

2,7

149 Petrikov district Lake 

Dikoe (land reserve of 

the Petrikov district)

85.4 creation of production on the 

harvesting and processing of 

sapropel in Petrikovsky district 

(restrictions - water protection 

zone of the lake Dikoe)

Engineering communication - 

no; main republican roads-

10km; Railway road station 

Mishanka-20km

water protection zone 

water object; 

230,61

150 the North-West of the 

agro-town Novoselki 

(land under development 

open OJSC Novoselki»)

10 creation of a closed 

agricultural production 

complex on the basis of OJSC 

«Novoselki» in Petrikov 

district (restrictions : the 

buildings of the former farm)

Electricity-100m; Drinking water-

100m; the road with asphalt 

coating; main republican roads-

35km; Railway road station 

Mulayrovca-35km

lands under Novoselki 

open joint stock 

company building

8

151 Petrikov town,  Gagarina 

str.

0,25 To create a children's 

entertainment center in the 

city Park in the town of 

Petrikov (restrictions - water 

protection zone of the Pripyat 

river)

Electricity-50m; Drinking water-

200m; Gas supply-200m; 

Sewerage -200m; the road with 

asphalt coating; main 

republican roads-12km; Railway 

road station Mulayrovca-12km

water protection zone 

river Pripyat;         

Engineering 

communication

40,9

152 Kopatkevichi town 

settelment,         

Sotsialisticheskay str.

0,5 Creation of shop on 

processing of pond fish in 

Petrikovsky district 

(restrictions - engineering 

communications)

Electricity-50m; Drinking water-

50m;  the road with asphalt 

coating; main republican roads-

12km; Railway road station 

Ptich-21km

Engineering 

communication

35,35

153  Retchitsa town, crossing 

highways and streets 

Svetlahorsk Chapaev

7,1 construction and maintenance 

of multi-purpose facility

7.5 km to M-10 border of the 

Russian Federation-Gomel-

Kobrin, 5km to the railway 

Gomel-Kalinkovichi, electricity, 

gas

roadside strip 

(controlled zone) of 

the road R-32 

(Rechitsa-Parichi)

2534,7

 Retchitsa district

Petrikov district



154 Retchitsatown, 

Svetlogorck highway

0,89 construction and maintenance 

of multi-purpose facility

8.0 km to M-10 border of the 

Russian Federation-Gomel-

Kobrin, 5km to the railway 

Gomel-Kalinkovichi, electricity, 

gas

roadside strip 

(controlled zone) of 

the road R-32 

(Rechitsa-Parichi)

412,693

155 Rogachev town, 

Naberezhnaja str. to the 

East of the residential 

house № 83

0.2 construction and maintenance 

of hotel facilities

Highway - A1 (the city of Minsk) - 

230 km; Main republican roads - 

Р43 - 3 km; Airport (the city of 

Gomel) - 130 km; Railway 

station (the town of Rogachev) - 

4 km; Access roads  - Yes; 

Electricity - local heating 

transformer substation-862 

(2x250 V.A.) - 0,6 km; Heating 

system - no less than 0.2 Gcal - 

0,02 km; Drinking water - up to 

5 cubic meters per twenty-four 

hours - 0,07 km; Industrial water 

- up to 5 cubic meters per 

twenty-four hours - 0,5 km; 

Sewerage - up to 5 cubic 

meters per twenty-four hours - 

0,08 km; Gas supply - 0.002 

MPa - 0,2 km.

location on the natural 

area, subject to 

special protection 

(water protection zone 

p. Dnipro)

41,24

156 Between agro-town 

Kisteni and Jankov Log

2 construction and maintenance 

of a              tourist complex

Highway - A1 (the city of Minsk) - 

250 km; Main republican roads - 

Р43 - 23 km; Airport (the city of 

Gomel) - 150 km; Railway 

station (the town of Rogachev) - 

24 km; Access roads  - Yes; 

Electricity - building of a heating 

transformer substation and a 

line of electricity transmission; 

Drinking water - up to 5 cubic 

meters per twenty-four hours - 

0,1 km

location on the natural 

area, subject to 

special protection 

(water protection zone 

p. Dnipro)

3,2

157 the southern part of the 

Ozerishhe village, 

Sovetskaja str.

0.5 construction and maintenance 

of agriturismo

Highway - A1 (the city of Minsk) - 

240 km; Main republican roads - 

Р43 - 13 km; Airport (the city of 

Gomel) - 140 km; Railway 

station (the town of Rogachev) - 

14 km; Access roads  - Yes; 

Electricity - complex heating 

transformer substation-111 (25 

V.A.)  - 0,05 km; Drinking water - 

shaft well - 0,1 km; Industrial 

water - up to 5 cubic meters per 

twenty-four hours - 0,5 km

location on the natural 

area, subject to 

special protection 

(water protection zone 

p. Dnipro)

3

158 Pushkin str. northern 

part of the Rogachev 

town according to the 

general plan 

5 construction and maintenance 

of a         production facility

Highway - A1 (the city of Minsk) - 

230 km; Main republican roads - 

Р43 - 7 km; Airport (the city of 

Gomel) - 130 km; Railway 

station (the town of Rogachev) - 

3 km; Access roads  - Yes; 

Electricity - local heating 

transformer substation-95 - 0,15 

km; Heating system - no less 

than 0.2 Gcal - 0,8 km; Drinking 

water - up to 5 cubic meters per 

twenty-four hours - 0,05 km; 

Industrial water - up to 5 cubic 

meters per twenty-four hours - 

1,7 km; Gas supply - 0.06 MPa - 

0,2 km.

551,5

Rogachev district



159 Pushkin str. northern 

part of the Rogachev 

town according to the 

general plan 

1 construction and maintenance 

of an 

office space

Highway - A1 (the city of Minsk) - 

230 km; Main republican roads - 

Р43 - 7 km; Airport (the city of 

Gomel) - 130 km; Railway 

station (the town of Rogachev) - 

3 km; Access roads  - Yes; 

Electricity - local heating 

transformer substation-95 - 0,15 

km; Heating system - no less 

than 0.2 Gcal - 0,8 km; Drinking 

water - up to 5 cubic meters per 

twenty-four hours - 0,05 km; 

Industrial water - up to 5 cubic 

meters per twenty-four hours - 

1,7 km; Gas supply - 0.06 MPa - 

0,2 km

19,2

160 Rogachev town, the 

interseption of Kirova 

and Bobrujskajastr.

0.4 construction and maintenance 

of a         shopping center

Highway - A1 (the city of Minsk) - 

230 km; Main republican roads - 

Р43 - It sides with the road; 

Airport (the city of Gomel) - 130 

km; Railway station (the town of 

Rogachev) - 3 km; Access 

roads  - Yes; Electricity - local 

heating transformer substation-

911 (2x400 V.A.) - 0,3 km; 

Heating system - no less than 

0.2 Gcal - 0,9 km; Drinking 

water - up to 5 cubic meters per 

twenty-four hours - 0,25 km; 

Industrial water - up to 5 cubic 

meters per twenty-four hours - 

3,0 km; Sewerage - up to 5 

cubic meters per twenty-four 

hours - 0,13 km; Gas supply - 

0.002 MPa - 0,4 km.

location on the natural 

area, subject to 

special protection 

(water protection zone 

p. Drut)

167,84

161 Rogachev town, the 

interseption of P. 

Kommuny and Lenina 

str.

0.5 construction and maintenance 

of a multifunctional shopping 

and entertainment complex 

with

Highway - A1 (the city of Minsk) - 

230 km; Main republican roads - 

Р43 - 3 km; Airport (the city of 

Gomel) - 130 km; Railway 

station (the town of Rogachev) - 

2 km; Access roads  - Yes; 

Electricity - building of a heating 

transformer substation and a 

line of electricity transmission; 

Heating system - no less than 

0.2 Gcal - 0,3 km; Drinking 

water - up to 5 cubic meters per 

twenty-four hours - 0,07 km; 

Industrial water - up to 5 cubic 

meters per twenty-four hours - 

0,7 km; Sewerage - up to 5 

cubic meters per twenty-four 

hours - 0,05 km; Gas supply - 

0.03 MPa - 0,05 km.

183,15

162 Rogachev town, Kirova 

str. near               сafe 

"Serpantina"

0.5 construction and maintenance 

of a shopping center 

motorway with service facility

Highway - A1 (the city of Minsk) - 

230 km; Main republican roads - 

Р43 - It sides with the main 

republican road; Airport (the city 

of Gomel) - 130 km; Railway 

station (the town of Rogachev) - 

7 km; Access roads  - Yes; 

Electricity - local heating 

transformer substation-536 

(2x160 V.A.) - 0,4 km; Heating 

system - no less than 0.2 Gcal - 

0,2 km; Drinking water - up to 5 

cubic meters per twenty-four 

hours - 0,1 km; Industrial water - 

up to 5 cubic meters per twenty-

four hours - 7,0 km; Sewerage - 

up to 5 cubic meters per twenty-

four hours - 0,2 km; Gas supply - 

0.02 MPа - 0,1 km.

56,9



163 Svetlogorsk town, area 

of Yunost movie theater

0.8 construction of cultural and 

entertainment center (catering 

facilities, billiard, bowling, etc.)

Power supply - 100 m,                

Heating (thermal networks) - 

100 m,           Drinking water - 

100 m,                           Hot 

water - 100 m,                                    

the Sewerage - 100 m,                          

Gas supply - 100 m

No 376,08

164 Svetlogorsk town, area 

of the branch 

"Nadezhda" of Gomel 

Specialized youth school 

of Olympic reserve of 

unions (area of the 

power canal CHP) 

0.5 museum-tourist complex 

(Shatilinskiy island)

Power supply - 200 m,               

Heating (thermal networks) - 

100 m, Drinking water - 100 m,                           

the Sewerage - 100 m,                                     

Gas supply - 100 m

water protection zone 83,35

165 Svetlogorsk town, 

Parichskaja str., between 

Pripyat str. and Festival 

str.

0.6 building of trade object (shop) Power supply - 100 m,                       

Gas supply - 100 m

No 98,94

166 Village Osinovka, on the 

bank of the storage 

reservoir «Svetlogorsk»

2 Construction of hotel or tourist 

estate

Power supply - 300 m water protection zone 25,6

167 Svetlogorsk town, in the 

forest-park massif 

around a tennis court 

and a sports complex

1 Installation of children's 

attractions

Power supply - 100 m,                    

Drinking water - 100 m,                           

Hot water - 100 m,                               

the Sewerage - 100 m,                                  

Gas supply - 100 m

No 312,2

168 Svetlogorsk town, 

Zavodskoy Lane

2 Production organization Power supply - 100 m,                    

Drinking water - 100 m,                         

the Sewerage - 100 m,                         

Gas supply - 100 m

No 272,6

169 Parichi city settlement , 

Sotsialisticheskaya St.

0,06 Building of object of consumer 

services

Power supply - 100 m,                   

Drinking water - 100 m,                           

Gas supply - 100 m

No 3,33

170 Svetlogorsk town, Lazo 

St.

0,01 Building of trade object (shop) Power supply - 100 m,                       

Gas supply - 100 m

No 2,421

171 Chirkovichi agrotown 

around gas station (the 

former airfield)

9 Roadside service. Rendering 

services.

Power supply - 200 m,                

Drinking water - 200 m

No 41,4

172 Pine Bohr working 

settlement

14 Production organization Power supply - 200 m,                

Drinking water - 200 m,                           

the Sewerage - 200 m,

No 431,2

173 Svetlogorsk town, Lazo 

St.

0,2 Building of trade object (shop) Power supply - 100 m,                      

Gas supply - 100 m

No 32,98

174 Svetlogorsk town, 

Sverdlov St. (the former 

recreation park)

1 Installation of children's 

attractions

Power supply - 100 m,                  

Drinking water - 100 m,                        

the Sewerage - 100 m,                          

Gas supply - 100 m

No 259,6

175 highway R-31 Bobruisk - 

Мозырь - border of 

Ukraine congress on 

Rakovichi Highway

2 Roadside service Power supply - 200 m,                 

Drinking water - 200 m,

No 2,8

176 Berestechko village, 

along auto-road Р-35

Kalinkovichi – Komarin –

Ukrainian border

14 construction of the solar

batteries

main repyblican roads 0,01,

railway 10, electricitu 0,05

no information 29,4

177 100 meters west of the

Glinische village

13 construction of the solar

batteries

main repyblican roads 0,01,

railway 10, electricitu 0,10,

prinking water 2,0, gas supply

2,0

no information 15,6

178 100 meters west of the

Glinische village

13 construction of the solar

batteries

main repyblican roads 0,01,

railway 30, electricitu 0,10,

prinking water 2,0, gas supply

2,0

no information 15,6

179 auto-road Р-35 

Kalinkovichi – Komarin – 

Ukrainian border

0.5 construction of the motorway 

service facilities

main repyblican roads 0,05,

railway 50, electricitu 0,05

no information 0,85

180 auto-road Р-35 

Kalinkovichi –  Komarin 

– Ukrainian border

0.05 construction of the motorway 

service facilities

main repyblican roads 0,05,

railway 41, electricitu 0,05

no information 0,095

181 Chechersk town, 104, 

Sovetskaya Str. (former 

base of Municipal 

Agricultural Unitary 

Enterprise "Kolos –  

2003")

0.3 construction of industrial or 

commercial facilities

Drinking water 100 meters, 

electricity 100 m , gas 100 m, 

asphalted approach.

Sanitary area r. 

Chechera

0,66

Svetlogorsk district

Hojniki district

Chechersk district



182 Chechersk town, 104, 

Sovetskaya Str. (former 

base of Municipal 

Agricultural Unitary 

Enterprise "Kolos –  

2003")

0.3 constraction of industrial or 

commercial facilities

Drinking water 100 meters, 

electricity 100 m , gas 100 m, 

asphalted approach.

Sanitary area r. 

Chechera

0,66

183 Chechersk town, 104, 

Sovetskaya Str. (former 

base of Municipal 

Agricultural Unitary 

Enterprise "Kolos –  

2003")

0.3 constraction of industrial or 

commercial facilities

Drinking water 100 meters, 

electricity 100 m , gas 100 m, 

asphalted approach.

Sanitary area r. 

Chechera

0,66

184 Near the motorway P - 

38 Buda-Koshelevo - 

Chechersk - Krasnopillia, 

at a distance of 2 km 

from the Chechersk town

0.2 motorway service (store, car

wash, tire shop)

Drinking water 300 m, electricity

300 m, gas supply 1000 m,

asphalted approach.

No 0,44

185 Chechersk town, 

Sovetskaya Str.

1,3 construction of industrial 

facilities

Drinking water 100 m, electricity 

100 m,  gas power supply 200 

m, asphalted approach.

No 63,96

186 Nisimkovichi agrotown, 

Chechersk district

2 construction of industrial 

facilities

Drinking water 50m, electricity 

50n,   wells power supply 50 m, 

asphalted approach.

No 1,6

187 Chechersk  town, near 

Ya.Kupala Str. (quarter 

of individual building of 

Novikov)

0,5 placing objects shopping 

destination

Drinking water 50 m,  electricity  

100 m, gas  50 m, wells 50 m, 

drainage 50 m.

No 25,9

188 Chechersk town, near 

Sovetskaya Str. (quarter 

of multystoried building)

0,5 placing objects shopping 

destination

100m drinking water, electricity 

100m, 150m gas supply, 

Sewerage 150m.

No 21,7

189 Chechersk town, near 

59, Sovetskaya Str. 

0,1 placing objects shopping 

destination

Drinking water supply 50m, 50m 

supply, hot water Supply 50m, 

50m gas supply, Sewerage 

50m.

No 5,77

190 Chechersk town, 104, 

Sovetskaya Str. (former 

base of Municipal 

Agricultural Unitary 

Enterprise "Kolos –  

2003")

0,21 construction of industrial 

facilities

Drinking water 100 meters, 

electricity 100 m , gas 100 m, 

asphalted approach.

Sanitary area r. 

Chechera

0,5


